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in the
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to
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indicated by
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ppb and
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from 57
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though the
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to 41
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respectively, since
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was still
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Lake quality
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an even
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the
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the
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delivered. CRW
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averaging the
least
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about 1.5
1.5 half—lake
and P
P
concentrations
near the
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ppb (USBR
concentrations were
were rather
rather high
high near
lake outflow
outﬂow at
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data).
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volumes during
CRW inputs
inputs were
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at over
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was the
the best
best yet
yet with
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P at
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effort by
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WA DOE.
quality was
at only
only 17
17 ppb,
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at
ppb and
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which represented
represented aa mesotrophic
than
at 11
11 ppb
and transparency
transparency of
of 2
mesotrophic state
state (less
(less than
30
ppb P).
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bottom sediments
had disappeared.
30 ppb
Moreover, feedback
feedback of
of P
P from
from bottom
sediments had
disappeared. That
That
internal
total P
P loading
the 1970s
internal source
source averaged
averaged 33%
33% of
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the total
loading during
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1970s and
and 1980s.
1980s.
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input has
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the rate
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since 2007
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outlet P
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ppb over
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were down
concentration averaging
averaging 19
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over the
the nine
nine years;
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Inputs were
down
25%
P was
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up aa little
to 32
ppb and
there were
were noticeable
noticeable
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2016, outlet
outlet P
little to
32 ppb
and there
accumulations
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the average
P of
ppb
accumulations of
of algal
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along the
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average P
of 19
19 ppb
since
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hypereutrophic
since 2006
2006 represents
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nearly aa 90%
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lake's hypereutrophic
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before the
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